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+  120mg 9/24/78 (+Aaron 120) ~12:30=[0:00] grove picnic - my chron proper, at +.
      AG a little slower in onset - excellent - no negatives. PM [8:00] no
      appetite whatsoever - no sleep problems.
+  120mg 10/11/78 (+Neil 120) 10:50=[0:00] proper chron extremely distressing
      for NT. Supplement at [2:55] of 40mg - out at [6] NT. ++ P.M. 50 mg DMT,
      unaffected by this.
±  120mg 10/27/78 (+LR 100) alert [0:25] (LR) [0:30] (ATS) to 100% (++, ± resp.) at
      [1:00] this was 2 days after the 250 DMMA ± - perhaps it was discarded
      prematurely.
+  120mg early 12/78 (+QR. 110, ZA. 90) 5:55=[0:00] to 100% (+,+,++ resp) at [0:50]
      clear at [3:00] no trace negative -well received. Not the character of "flux"
+  120mg 12/15/78 12:45=[0:00]. new batch assay, #5 [1:08] to ±, + at [1:30] - out
      at [2:45].
+  120mg 1/7/79 6:45PM=[0:00] - PB, AG, TG [with] 120. precise chronology. [1:45]
      all +40. excellent evening experience (on farm).
+  120mg 4/2/79 ~7:30PM - (as best recollection, GC 120, LC 100). LC v.intox,
      GC mellow, me +.
++ 100mg 4/25/79 ~2PM=[0:00] BM, TG, AG all 100mg Menlo Park. proper chronology.
      TG a bit late & modest, AG very intox and enjoying all. Intimate talk on bed.
      Evening [with] light but heartily eating. To Gates' post prand. TG to try
      again at 120, AG fine at 100.

++ 120mg 5/14/79 7:30PM=[0:00] (GC, LC. 120, 100 resp.) GC & ATS alert at [0:25]
      GC rapidly to ~+++, ATS - gentle, LC (recent food, ice cream) without
      development until ~[0:50] then to complete intoxication ATS + GC +40mg
      at [1:50] - LC not until [2:30]. [4:00] GC stuck at one - martini level on
      way down, I too - but LC still  . Friendly, minimum conversation
      camaraderie. Drive home at [5:00] - to bed [with] wine (they are in excellent
      place, GC at +, LC at ~+++. Try them next on 2-CB.

+  120mg 5/20/79 3:20PM=0:00 (AP 120). [0:12] AP pulse  ? [0:20] pulse 84. OK.
      [0:30] start. AP delayed (recent bread-butter). overall AP light some
      introspection - modest anorexia - - recent mescaline experience (<24hrs)
      maybe refractory, me too. +

+  120mg 6/3/79 ~11:00AM=[0:00] (NT, NL both 120). Usual chronology, NL (drug
      naive) repress acknowledgment (to himself) f. [0:30]to[0:50] then admit. Most
      enjoyable - not alcohol-like but "completely different." Some step -
      uncertainties - 4" short in grasping closure - suggests testing [with]
      optical barricade. Rapid descent to [3:00] - back from hike to chamber music
      (NL);OK. somewhat languid. Some anorexia. Beautiful day, beautiful expt.
      NL, NT, ATS +

++ 130mg 6/17/79 2:45=[0:00] AP 130mg (ATS 1 day past M&M) [0:22] ATS alert, AP
      start [0:35] to a +++ - no visible sign - internal question answering. [with]
      hint of drop +40mg at [2:00] strong body responses [4:00] virtually out.
      moderate anorexia. Excellent exp desp. M&M
 
++ 120mg 7/2/79 4:22PM=[0:00] NT 120mg (following beer at ~[-2 to -4] 0:26 NT
      start, rapid and intense. ATS [0:30] rapid and somewhat intense. We both keep
      forgetting what an excellent experience this is. NT extreme valuable, ATS
      rather quiet [with] patient listening. Noticeable dropping at or before
      [2:00] - some anorexia - good sleep. To a ++ but no more.


